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Abstract
In this paper, we report on our experiences that we made during our contributions in the field of the visualization of flow
characteristics. Mainly, we focused on the vortex flow classification in 4D PC-MRI as current medical studies assume a strong
correlation between cardiovascular diseases and blood flow patterns such as vortices. For further analysis, medical experts are
asked to manually extract and classify such vortices according to specific properties. We presented and evaluated techniques
that enable a fast and robust vortex classification [MLK∗16, MKP∗16] that supports medical experts. The main focus in this
paper is a report that describes our conversations with the domain experts. The dialog was the fundament that gave us the
direction of what the experts need. We derived several requirements that should be fulfilled by our tool. From this, we developed
a prototype that supports the experts. Finally, we describe the evaluation of our framework and discuss currently limitations.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.4.9 [Computer Graphics]: Image Processing and Computer
Vision—Applications

1. Introduction

Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) represent the world’s leading
cause of death [MPN11]. Medical researchers are interested in bet-
ter understanding the causes of their initiation and evolution. They
report on the importance to consider many different variables to
judge a patient’s situation. Besides the vessel morphology and wall
motion, the initiation and evolution of CVDs depends strongly on
the blood flow characteristics.

The needed information about the patient-specific hemodynam-
ics can be non-invasively acquired by four-dimensional phase-
contrast magnetic resonance imaging (4D PC-MRI) [DBB∗15]. 4D
PC-MRI data describe time-resolved, 3D blood flow information
that represent one full heartbeat consisting of systole and diastole.
A qualitative data analysis enables the visualization of vortices that
are considered as an indicator of pathologies [HHM∗10, HWS∗12,
MBS∗15]. To investigate the influence of vortices on CVDs, med-
ical studies with homogeneous patient collectives are performed.
The vortex occurrences are counted and classified according to spe-
cific characteristics [GMH∗12,HMW∗07]. Healthy persons exhibit
only a slight systolic helix in the aortic arch, which is considered
as physiological [KYM∗93]. CVDs lead to altered vessel geome-
tries that increase the probability of emerging vortex flow patterns.
For example, patients with a bicuspid aortic valve (AV), where two
of the three leaflets are fused, show strong correlations to helical
flow in the ascending aorta during systole [HHM∗10, MBS∗15].
In addition, vortex flow close to the vessel wall is associated with

higher shear forces [GBvO∗15, vOPP∗16], that increase the risk
of aneurysm development [BSK∗14]. Further understanding this
mutual influence of hemodynamics and vessel morphology can
support treatment decision-making and the corresponding risk as-
sessment. However, the classification of vortices is a challenging
and unstandardized process. Therefore, we present an Aortic Vor-
tex Classification (AVOCLA) that allows to classify vortices in the
human aorta semi-automatically. Our approach was developed in
collaboration with two domain experts: a radiologist specialized in
cardiac imaging with four years of work experience and an expert
specialized in the visualization of 4D PC-MRI data with three years
of work experience.

2. From Manuel to Semi-Automatic Vortex Classification

The following description is based on [MKP∗16].

Manuel Classification. For developing an improved vortex clas-
sification, we had to analyze the previous classification approach.
Our medical expert stated that the vortex analysis is manually per-
formed until now. Therefore, blood flow-representing path lines are
depicted within the vessel surface and common flow visualization
techniques such as illumination and particle animations are pro-
vided. Moreover, we investigated and discussed widely used clas-
sification characteristics and prepared the following list:

• The shape refers to the extent of a vortex. Elongated vortices are
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Figure 1: Vortex classification criteria. The shape is divided into helix (a) and vortex (b). The flow curve (c) is used to determine the temporal
behavior. For the spatial classification, four aortic sections (d) are distinguished. The size is divided into minor (e) and pronounced (f) flow
and the RD is distinguished into right- (g) and left-handed (h) [MKP∗16].

called helix (Fig. 1 (a)), whereas rather compressed structures
are called vortex (Fig. 1 (b)).

• The time of occurrence in the cardiac cycle is differentiated ac-
cording to systole and/or diastole (Fig. 1 (c)).

• The vessel section locates a flow pattern to belong to the ascend-
ing aorta, aortic arch and descending aorta (Fig. 1 (d)).

• The size is divided into minor and pronounced, depending on
whether fewer (Fig. 1 (e)) or more (Fig. 1 (f)) than 50 % of the
vessel diameter is occupied by the vortex.

• The rotation direction (RD) is divided into right- (Fig. 1 (g)) and
left-handed (Fig. 1 (h)) with the centerline as a reference.

The vortex properties are determined in a binary manner, except
the vessel section. However, our medical expert stated that these
binary classifications are often not sufficient to describe the vor-
tex behavior. Visual clutter and occlusions prohibit a more detailed
assessment. In summary, the manual classification is described as
a time-consuming, subjective and error-prone process with a high
inter-observer variability. Our medical expert stated that especially
small vortices are easily overlooked. In addition, the analysis of
vortices with a similar spatio-temporal behavior is very challenging
based on a visual assessment. Our experts emphasized, that a com-
parability of different datasets is the basic requirement to uncover
correlations between vortex flow and certain CVDs. This requires
an objective classification according to clearly defined criteria.

Vortex Clustering. To enable a computer-based classification of
individual vortices, we had to define vortex entities. Therefore, the
vortex-representing path lines should be separated from the laminar
flow that is not relevant for the vortex classification. For the extrac-
tion of vortex flow, we used the semi-automatic method by Köh-
ler et al. [KGP∗13] based on line predicates. Afterwards, we used
three well-established clustering techniques to separate vortices ac-
cording to a measure of dissimilarity [MLK∗16]. The clustering
enables to determine the vortex number and provides a reasonable
cluster visualization. We investigated an agglomerative hierarchi-
cal, a density-based and a spectral clustering technique, applied to
healthy and pathological 4D PC-MRI datasets. The clustering re-
sults were compared qualitatively to manually identified clusters of
our domain experts. The first approach has been determined to pro-
duce the most reliable results. Moreover, our experts appreciated
the cluster hierarchy that enables a fast analysis of different cluster

numbers. In addition, we provided a merging of different clusters
to correct the automatic clustering results, which enables the incor-
poration of expert knowledge. Thus, the expert has control over the
results and is able to handle anatomical diversities such as various
vortex numbers and sizes.

AVOCLA. Based on the clustered vortices, we were able to de-
sign the computer-based vortex classification. Such a classification
need to fulfill several requirements that we defined in consultations
with our domain experts. They commented that the classification is
required to be performed automatically. However, due to the enor-
mous anatomic diversity, the automatically calculated results will
not always be correct. Thus, the experts should be able to manu-
ally correct the results. Moreover, the calculated vortex properties
should reflect and extend the binary expert classifications accord-
ing to minor and pronounced flow or helix and vortex. Besides a
tabular representation, the experts wanted an adequate visualiza-
tion of the classification results in order to verify and interpret
them better. They commented that an occlusion-free depiction of
the spatio-temporal vortex behavior would be very helpful. There-
fore, we need a visualization that improves the exploration of the
vortex properties.

Based on these requirements, we implemented the semi-
automatic vortex classification AVOCLA [MKP∗16]. For each
clustered vortex, the five characteristics are calculated automati-
cally. However, the expert can manually change the results to cor-
rect possible wrong classifications. For the visual representation of
the classification results, we chose a 2D plot and a 3D glyph-based
visualization, see Fig. 2. The 2D plot allows an occlusion-free de-
piction of the spatio-temporal vortex behavior without any interac-
tion. Therefore, the temporal component of each path line point is
mapped to the angle, whereas the corresponding vessel section is
mapped to the radius. The 3D glyph-based representation indicates
the vortex size and RD. Therefore, we determined the surface that
envelops the vortex, whereupon both properties are mapped.

3. Evaluation

The evaluation of AVOCLA is based on 15 datasets: 2 healthy vol-
unteers with a slight physiologic helix in the aortic arch during sys-
tole and 13 patients with different CVDs. Each patient has promi-
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nent vortex flow in different parts of the aorta. We performed a
qualitative comparison of AVOCLA’s results against a manually
generated ground truth of our collaborating experts. They deter-
mined manually the number of vortex clusters and their character-
istics. Therefore, a standard 3D path line depiction embedded in
the vessel surface was used and standard flow visualization tech-
niques were provided, such as animation. The 15 used datasets con-
tain a total of 30 vortices. The agglomerative hierarchical cluster-
ing [MLK∗16] could cluster all datasets correctly according to the
manual expert clustering.

Moreover, we conducted a user study with 12 probands, one
physician and 11 researchers with background in medical visual-
ization, where our vortex visualizations were compared to the stan-
dard 3D path line view (PV). The goal of the user study was to
assess the capabilities of our 2D and 3D visualization for express-
ing AVOCLA’s results. The subjects were asked to determine the
vortex belonging vessel sections, cardiac phase, RD and size for
different datasets. In the following, we describe the main results
and findings of the expert evaluation and the user study for each of
the five characteristics.

Vortex Shape. According to the shape determination, the binary
classification in helix or vortex is not always appropriate because
in most cases vortices take on an intermediate shape of both. Thus,
our experts also distinguished the intermediate shape. To make the
assessment of intermediate shapes more objective, AVOCLA cal-
culates the percentage of helical and vortical flow. The method de-
termined the shape correctly for all vortices. Vortices and helices
showed clear differences in their percentage, whereas intermediate
shapes had very similar values. Our experts mentioned that the per-
centage calculation enables an objective description of the vortex
shape, which is often not possible based on a visual assessment.
However, they commented that our vortex visualizations should
more clearly represent the calculated shape, which is currently only
indirectly depicted by the extent of the 3D glyph.

Temporal Occurrence. For the classification of the temporal oc-
currence, AVOCLA calculated the percentage of systolic and di-
astolic flow. In all cases, the calculated percentage represent the
manual classifications. Systolic vortices contain high systolic per-
centage (> 90 %), whereas vortices in both phases exhibit more
similar flow components with a maximum of 68 % systolic and a
minimum of 32 % diastolic flow. Moreover, the manual determina-
tion was much more time-consuming, because the experts had to
repeat the path line animation several times. In addition, all partici-
pants of the user study classified the vortices correctly using the 2D
plot and described the determination as very simple. In contrast, us-
ing the PV two wrong classifications were given and the probands
stated that this task is more difficult based on the PV, because of
the necessary cluster deselection to observe spatio-temporal vor-
tices individually.

Vessel Sections. The automatic division of the aorta into the four
sections correlated in 10 datasets with the manual subdivision,
whereas five cases had to be manually corrected. In this cases, a
coarctation of the aortic arch led to a strong vessel deformation,
so that the automatic division failed. The subsequent determina-
tion of the vascular sections conformed with the ground truth for

Figure 2: Our semi-automatic vortex classification applied to a pa-
tient dataset with an aortic dilation. Starting from the path lines,
two clusters are generated that are visualized by a 2D plot and a
3D glyph [MKP∗16].

all vortices. However, the experts perceived the manual corrections
not as disturbing. The ability to contribute expertise by simple in-
teraction techniques was described as entirely desirable and useful.
Moreover, similar to the temporal behavior, all probands of the user
study determined the correct vessel section for all shown vortices
using the 2D plot. The plot was perceived as very simple and the
subjects were certain with their assessments. Based on the PV, the
subjects had problems if the vortices are located in more than one
section. To see the aortic sections on the centerline, the participants
had to deselect clusters, which complicates the task. Furthermore,
single outlier path lines, that rise into adjacent sections increase the
difficulty of the task and lead to a reduced certainty.

Vortex Size. The manual determination of the vortex size has been
described as very difficult. The experts have to view the vortices
from many perspectives. AVOLCA’s percentage size calculation
enables a distinction of minor and pronounced vortices. In all cases,
the calculated vortex size corresponded with the manual expert
classification. However, in four cases AVOCLA under- or overes-
timated the size, respectively. In these cases, the assumed normal
distribution of the path line points that is used for the size calcu-
lation is not satisfied. This can also cause that the glyph drops out
of the vessel surface. In addition, the user study showed that the
color-coded 3D glyph simplifies the size determination compared
to the PV. Using the 3D glyph one wrong classification was given,
whereas 7 assessments were not correct based on the PV. Similar to
the experts, the subjects describe the size estimation based on the
PV as difficult, because of the high interaction effort that is needed
to see the vortex of all sides. Furthermore, they were unsure with
the estimation of the distance between the vortex and the vessel
wall.

Rotation Direction. The experts describe the classification of the
RD as difficult for vortices that exhibit a difficult distribution of
the RD or were located in the poorly visible descending aorta. AV-
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OCLA calculated the RD, depending on which direction is more
present in the vortex and could determined a correct result for 28
vortices. Two vortices run neither right- nor left-handed after man-
ual assessment. Instead, the path lines run orthogonal to the center-
line. We called this rotation roll over rotation, which cannot be de-
tected by AVOCLA until now. Moreover, the arrow rendering was
described as suitable to represent the RD. All subjects determined
the correct RD using the 3D glyph. Using the PV, the subjects char-
acterized the assessment as difficult, especially for vortices without
a clear RD. This leads also to wrong classifications and a reduced
certainty. The glyph abstracts the partially complex flow data and
is therefore more appropriate to depict the RD, especially for more
difficult cases. Using the PV, the detection of the correct RD is
highly dependent on the complexity and location of the vortex.

Summary. In summary, AVOCLA’s results correlate with the
manual classifications in at least 86 % of the vortices, depending
on the considered property. In addition, the manual classification
was far more time-consuming and has been described as very ex-
hausting by the experts. Processing the 15 datasets manually took
3h, whereas AVOCLA had a computation time per case between
12 and 20 s, depending on the amount of path lines. Moreover,
for the manual classification the colored clustering of the vortices
supports their visual perception and classification by the experts. In
real clinical studies, no color-coding of clustered vortices is present
that probably increases the difficulty and required time for a clas-
sification. In addition, the user study confirmed the suitability of
our vortex visualizations to represent the classification results. The
subjects described our techniques as simpler compared to the PV
and they were able to determine the correct answer in almost all
cases.

4. Discussion

We presented the development process of the method AVOCLA
for a semi-automatic classification of aortic vortex flow extracted
from 4D PC-MRI data. Our framework enables an objective and
comparable vortex characterization, which is the basis for a deeper
understanding of CVDs. We analyzed and discussed the previous
manual vortex classification with our collaborating experts that was
described as a time-consuming and not standardized process. More-
over, we identified five important vortex properties for the classifi-
cation: shape, temporal occurrence, vessel section, size, and RD.
Furthermore, we derived specific classification requirements from
consultations with our domain experts. Based on this, we were able
to design a computer-based classification of aortic vortices. The
first step comprises the determination of vortex entities. There-
fore we choose an agglomerative hierarchical approach [MLK∗16]
that is robust against noise and able to separate spatio-temporally
adjacent vortices. For each clustered vortex, AVOCLA determine
the five characteristics automatically. A common advantage of the
clustering and classification is the possibility to incorporate expert
knowledge. By manually editing, the expert is allowed to deal with
various aortic shapes caused by different CVDs. Furthermore, our
results are able to extend the binary expert classifications such as
the vortex shape.

The calculated vortex properties are presented by a 2D and 3D

visualization. The 2D depiction in form of a circular plot shows
the spatio-temporal vortex behavior without any occlusions. The
3D representation approximates the vortex shape and displays the
size as well as the RD by using a color-coding and arrow glyphs.
The results of a qualitative expert evaluation and a performed user
study confirmed the ability of AVOCLA to enable a reliable and ob-
jective vortex classification. Although we evaluated AVOCLA with
positive feedback, some issues still need to be improved. In the fu-
ture, the experts want to have a clear depiction of the vortex shape.
Moreover, the calculation of the vortex size should be further en-
hanced. Possible under- or overestimations should be reduced by
using optimization methods for the calculation of the enclosed sur-
face. In addition, the wall motion should be considered, since the
vortex size is changing relative to the expansion or contraction of
the vessel wall. Furthermore, other experts should be included in
the evaluation of AVOCLA’s results and we have to check the extent
to which a more detailed subdivision of the size or RD improves the
binary classification from a medical point of view.
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